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Abstract
Automatic discourse processing is bottlenecked
by data: current discourse formalisms pose
highly demanding annotation tasks involving
large taxonomies of discourse relations, mak-
ing them inaccessible to lay annotators. This
work instead adopts the linguistic framework
of Questions Under Discussion (QUD) for dis-
course analysis and seeks to derive QUD struc-
tures automatically. QUD views each sen-
tence as an answer to a question triggered in
prior context; thus, we characterize relation-
ships between sentences as free-form ques-
tions, in contrast to exhaustive fine-grained
taxonomies. We develop the first-of-its-kind
QUD parser that derives a dependency structure
of questions over full documents, trained us-
ing a large, crowdsourced question-answering
dataset DCQA (Ko et al., 2022). Human evalua-
tion results show that QUD dependency parsing
is possible for language models trained with
this crowdsourced, generalizable annotation
scheme. We illustrate how our QUD structure
is distinct from RST trees, and demonstrate the
utility of QUD analysis in the context of doc-
ument simplification. Our findings show that
QUD parsing is an appealing alternative for
automatic discourse processing.

1 Introduction

Discourse structure characterizes how each sen-
tence in a text relates to others to reflect the au-
thor’s high level reasoning and communicative in-
tent. Understanding discourse can be widely use-
ful in applications such as text summarization (Hi-
rao et al., 2013; Gerani et al., 2014; Durrett et al.,
2016; Xu et al., 2020), classification (Bhatia et al.,
2015; Ji and Smith, 2017), narrative understand-
ing (Lee and Goldwasser, 2019), machine compre-
hension (Narasimhan and Barzilay, 2015), etc.

However, automatically inferring discourse
structure is challenging which hinders wider appli-
cation (Atwell et al., 2021). At its root lies the issue

of data annotation: popular coherence formalisms
like the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST, Mann
and Thompson (1988), Segmented Discourse Rep-
resentation Theory (SDRT, Asher et al. (2003), and
the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB, Prasad et al.
(2008) require experts—typically linguists trained
for the task—to reason through long documents
over large relation taxonomies. These features,
coupled with the difficulties of annotating full struc-
tures in the case of RST and SDRT, make the task
inaccessible to lay annotators. The taxonomies dif-
fer across formalisms (Demberg et al., 2019), and
their coverage and definitions are being actively re-
searched and refined (Sanders et al., 1992; Taboada
and Mann, 2006; Prasad et al., 2014).

In contrast, this work aims to derive discourse
structures that fit into the linguistic framework
of Questions Under Discussion (QUD) (Von Stut-
terheim and Klein, 1989; Van Kuppevelt, 1995),
which neatly avoids reliance on a strict taxonomy.
In QUD, “each sentence in discourse addresses a
(often implicit) QUD either by answering it, or
by bringing up another question that can help an-
swering that QUD. The linguistic form and the
interpretation of a sentence, in turn, may depend
on the QUD it addresses” (Benz and Jasinskaja,
2017). Thus relationships between sentences can
be characterized by free-form questions instead of
pre-defined taxonomies. For instance, consider the
following two sentences:

(S3): A route out of Sarajevo was expected to open
later today — but only for international humanitarian
agencies that already can use another route.
(S6): A four-month cease-fire agreement signed Dec.
31 made possible the medical evacuation and opening
of the route into Sarajevo today.

Sentence 6 is the answer to a question from sen-
tence 3: “Why can they open a route?”. The
question-answer view is in line with recent work
reformulating linguistic annotation as question an-
swering (He et al., 2015; Pyatkin et al., 2020; Klein
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[1] California legislators, searching for ways to pay for the $4 billion to $6 billion in damages from last week's earthquake, are laying 
the groundwork for a temporary increase in the state's sales tax. [2] The talk of a sales tax rise follows a rebuff from Congress on the 
question of how much the federal government is willing to spend to aid in California's earthquake relief efforts. [3] The state had sought 
as much as $4.1 billion in relief, but yesterday the House approved a more general scaled-back measure calling for $2.85 billion in aid, 
the bulk of which would go to California, with an unspecified amount going to regions affected by Hurricane Hugo. [4] That leaves the 
state roughly $2 billion to $4 billion short. [5] A sales tax increase appears to be the fastest and easiest to raise funds in a hurry. 
[6] According to the state department of finance, a one-penny increase in the state's six-cent per dollar sales tax could raise $3 billion.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1-2 What is prompting 
the California legislators 
to seek alternative forms 
of relief?

1-3 What type of relief 
is being considered?

3-4 What would the 
shortfall be?

2-5 What would be the 
advantage of the proposed tax?

2-6 What would be the impact 
of the proposed increase?

1

2

3 4

5 6

Summary

background

elaboration-
additional

result

hypothetical

(a) (b)

Figure 1: A snippet of a WSJ article from the intersecting subset of DCQA (Ko et al., 2022) and the RST Discourse
Treebank (Carlson et al., 2001). (a) shows a QUD dependency structure derived from DCQA. Edges are defined
by questions, connecting where the question arose from (the “anchor” sentence) and the sentence that answers the
question. (b) shows the annotated RST tree above the sentence level.

et al., 2020), which reduces the bar for data collec-
tion and allows advancements in QA systems to be
recruited (Aralikatte et al., 2021). Furthermore,
QUD’s reliance on natural language annotation
aligns with large language models (e.g., GPT-3)
using language as a universal “interface” across
various tasks.

Despite the richness in theoretical research re-
lated to QUD, data-driven efforts are scarce; re-
cent work has started corpora development under
QUD (De Kuthy et al., 2018; Westera et al., 2020;
Hesse et al., 2020), but these dedicated datasets are
small and no computational models have yet been
built to automatically derive QUD structures.

This work seeks to fill this gap, and presents the
first-of-its-kind QUD parser. This parser takes a
document as input and returns a question-labeled
dependency structure over the sentences in the
document, as depicted in Figure 1(a). For train-
ing, we use the intra-document question answering
dataset DCQA (Ko et al., 2022); DCQA’s anno-
tation scheme is both compatible with QUD and
easily crowdsourced, making QUD parsing a much
less costly option than existing frameworks.

Each question in DCQA is considered to arise
from an “anchor” sentence, and answered by an-
other sentence later in the same article. In line with
QUD, we consider each sentence as the answer to
an implicit question from prior context (Hunter and
Abrusán, 2015), in particular the anchor sentence.
We view the anchor sentence as the parent node
of the answer sentence, with the question describ-
ing the relation between the two; this results in a

dependency tree structure.

Conveniently, a subset of DCQA overlaps with
the RST Discourse Treebank (Carlson et al., 2001),
allowing us to directly compare the two types of
structures (Figure 1(b)). We show that the QUD
trees are structurally distinct from RST trees. A
close inspection of relation-question correspon-
dence reveals that QUD’s free-form questions are
more fine-grained, and that their presence reduces
annotator disagreement in selecting RST relations.

Trained on DCQA, our QUD parser consists of
two models used in a pipeline. The first model
predicts the anchor sentence for each (answer) sen-
tence in the article; the second model performs
question generation given the answer sentence and
the predicted anchor sentence. Our comprehen-
sive human evaluation shows that readers approve
of 71.5% of the questions generated by our best
model; among those, the answer sentence answers
the generated question 78.8% of the time. Finally,
we demonstrate the analytical value of QUD analy-
sis in the context of news document simplification:
the questions reveal how content is elaborated and
reorganized in simplified texts.

In sum, this work marks the first step in QUD
parsing; our largely positive human evaluation re-
sults show that this is a promising data-driven ap-
proach to discourse analysis with open, crowd-
sourced annotation that is so far infeasible to
do at scale with other discourse frameworks.
We release our models at https://github.com/
lingchensanwen/DCQA-QUD-parsing.
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2 Background and related work

Discourse frameworks Questions Under Dis-
cussion is a general framework with vast theo-
retical research especially in pragmatics, e.g., in-
formation structure (Roberts, 2012; Büring, 2003;
Velleman and Beaver, 2016), presuppositions (Si-
mons et al., 2010), and implicature (Hirschberg,
1985; Van Kuppevelt, 1996; Jasinskaja et al., 2017).
Ginzburg et al. (1996) extended Stalnaker (1978)’s
dynamic view of context to dialogue by integrating
QUD with dialogue semantics, where the speakers
are viewed as interactively posing and resolving
queries. In QUD analysis of monologue, each sen-
tence aims to answer a (mostly implicit) question
triggered in prior context. Sometimes the questions
form hierarchical relationships (stacks where larger
questions have sub-questions, starting from the root
question “What is the way things are?”) (Büring,
2003; Roberts, 2004; De Kuthy et al., 2018; Ri-
ester, 2019). However, because of the inherent
subjectivity among naturally elicited QUD ques-
tions (Westera et al., 2020; Ko et al., 2020), we
leave question relationships for future work.

QUD and coherence structures are closely re-
lated. Prior theoretical work looked into the map-
ping of QUDs to discourse relations (Jasinskaja
et al., 2008; Onea, 2016) or the integration of the
two (Kuppevelt, 1996). Hunter and Abrusán (2015)
and Riester (2019) studied structural correspon-
dances between QUD stacks and SDRT specif-
ically. Westera et al. (2020) showed that QUD
could be a useful tool to quantitatively study the
predictability of discourse relations (Garvey and
Caramazza, 1974; Kehler et al., 2008; Bott and
Solstad, 2014). In Pyatkin et al. (2020), discourse
relation taxonomies were also converted to tem-
platic questions, though not in the QUD context.

Traditionally, discourse “dependency parsing”
refers to parsing the RST structure (Hirao et al.,
2013; Bhatia et al., 2015; Morey et al., 2018). Since
QUD structures are marked by free-form questions,
the key aspect of “parsing” a QUD structure is
thus question generation, yielding a very different
task and type of structure than RST parsing. As
we show in the paper, the two are complementary
to each other and not comparable. This work fo-
cuses on automating and evaluating a QUD parser;
we leave for future work to explore what types of
structure is helpful in different downstream tasks.

The DCQA dataset Corpora specific for QUD
are scarce. Existing work includes a handful of in-

terviews and 40 German driving reports annotated
with question stacks (De Kuthy et al., 2018; Hesse
et al., 2020), as well as Westera et al. (2020)’s 6
TED talks annotated following Kehler and Rohde
(2017)’s expectation-driven model (eliciting ques-
tions without seeing upcoming context). Ko et al.
(2020)’s larger INQUISITIVE question dataset is an-
notated in a similar manner, but INQUISITIVE only
provides questions for the first 5 sentences of an
article, and they did not annotate answers.

This work in contrast repurposes the much larger
DCQA dataset (Ko et al., 2022), consisting of more
than 22K questions crowdsourced across 606 news
articles. DCQA was proposed as a way to more
reliably and efficiently collect data to train QA sys-
tems to answer high-level questions, specifically
QUD questions in INQUISITIVE. Though not orig-
inally designed for QUD parsing, DCQA is suit-
able for our work because its annotation procedure
follows the reactive model of processing that is
standard in QUD analysis (Benz and Jasinskaja,
2017), where the questions are elicited after ob-
serving the upcoming context. Concretely, for each
sentence in the article, the annotator writes a QUD
such that the sentence is its answer, and identifies
the “anchor” sentence in preceding context that the
question arose from. Figure 1(a) shows questions
asked when each of the sentences 2-6 are consid-
ered as answers, and their corresponding anchor
sentences. As with other discourse parsers, ours
is inevitably bound by its training data. However,
DCQA’s crowdsourcable paradigm makes future
training much easier to scale up and generalize.

3 Questions vs. coherence relations

We first illustrate how questions capture inter-
sentential relationships, compared with those in
coherence structures. We utilize the relation taxon-
omy in RST for convenience, as in Section 5.3 we
also compare the structure of our QUD dependency
trees with that of RST.

Given each existing anchor-answer sentence pair
across 7 DCQA documents, we asked two gradu-
ate students in Linguistics to select the most ap-
propriate discourse relation between them (from
the RST relation taxonomy (Carlson and Marcu,
2001)). Both students were first trained on the
taxonomy using the RST annotation manual.

Analysis The frequency distribution of annotated
RST relations that occurred ≥ 10 times (counting
each annotator independently) is: elaboration(200),
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cause(75), manner-means(69), background(64), ex-
planation(55), comparison(33), condition(32), con-
trast(17), temporal(15), attribution(14). E.g.,

[context] Early one Saturday in August 1992, South
Floridians discovered they had 48 hours to brace for, or
flee, ... one of the nation’s most infamous hurricanes.
[anchor] Oklahomans got all of 16 minutes before Mon-
day’s tornado.
[QUD] How much time do people normally have to
prepare for tornadoes?
[answer] And that was more time than most past twisters
have allowed.

RST label: Comparison

Our analysis shows that the questions are often
more fine-grained than RST relation labels; in the
example below, the QUD describes what is being
elaborated:

[anchor] Crippled in space, the Kepler spacecraft’s
planet-hunting days are likely over.
[QUD] What plans does NASA have for the damaged
spacecraft?
[answer] Engineers will try to bring the failed devices
back into service, or find other ways to salvage the
spacecraft.

RST label: Elaboration-Additional

Agreeing on what is the most appropriate RST
relation, as expected, is difficult with its large re-
lation taxonomy: Krippendorff’s α (with MASI
distance to account for multiple selection) between
the two annotators is 0.216, indicating only fair
agreement (Artstein and Poesio, 2008). To study
the effects of seeing the QUD, we further asked the
annotators to find a relation without the question.1

This led to a much lower, 0.158 α value. Thus the
presence of the QUD could, in some cases, align
divergent opinions, as in the following example:

[context] For the past four years, the $600 million Ke-
pler has been a prolific planet detector from its lonely
orbit... [anchor] The project has been a stunning suc-
cess, changing our view of the universe.
[QUD] What knowledge did we have about solar sys-
tems before the project?
[answer] Before Kepler, we knew little about other solar
systems in the Milky Way galaxy.

RST labels with questions: Background; Background
RST labels w/o questions: Evidence; Circumstance

We also find that sometimes a question could be
interpreted in terms of different RST relations:

[anchor] According to a preliminary National Weather
Service summary, Monday’s tornado was a top-end EF5,
with top winds of 200 to 210 miles per hour (mph), and
was 1.3 miles wide.
[QUD] How long did the tornado last?

1We paced 3 months between annotation with and without
the question to minimize memorization effects.

[answer] It was tracked on the ground for 50 minutes -
an eternity for a tornado - and its damage zone is more
than 17 miles wide.

RST labels that could work: Evidence, Proportion,
Elaboration-Additional, Manner

These findings indicate that while questions of-
ten relate to coherence relations, they are typi-
cally more specific and can also capture aspects
from multiple relations. This supports Hunter and
Abrusán (2015)’s skepticism about the correspon-
dence of QUD and coherence structures, though
they focused more on structural aspects of SDRT.

4 Deriving QUD dependency structures

Our task is to derive a QUD dependency struc-
ture over a document D = (s1, . . . , sn) con-
sisting of n sentences. A QUD tree T =
((a1,q1), . . . , (an,qn)) can be expressed as a list
of n tuples: each sentence has an associated anchor
sentence ai and a question labeling the edge to the
anchor qi. To arrive at a dependency structure, we
view the anchor sentence as the head of an edge,
linking to the answer sentence via the question, as
shown in Figure 1(a).

We set a1 = 0 and q1 = ∅; the first sentence is
always the root of the QUD dependency tree, so
has no parent and no question labeling the edge.
Each other ai ∈ {1, 2, . . . , i− 1} and qi ∈ Σ∗ for
a vocabulary Σ. We note that T is analogous to a
labeled dependency parse, except with questions q
in place of typical discrete edge labels. Our parser
is a discriminative model

P (T | D) =

n∏

i=1

[Pa(ai | D, i)Pq(qi | D, i, ai)] .

This formulation relies on models corresponding to
two distinct subtasks. First, anchor prediction se-
lects the most appropriate sentence in prior context
to be the anchor sentence of the generated ques-
tion using a model P (ai | D, i). Second, question
generation given the current (answer) sentence, its
anchor, and the document context uses a model
P (qi | D, i, ai).

We do not impose projectivity constraints or
other structural constraints beyond anchors needing
to occur before their children. Therefore, inference
can proceed with independent prediction for each
sentence.2 We now proceed to describe the models

2We make a further simplifying assumption by doing
greedy prediction of each ai before generating q. We sample
q using nucleus sampling and do not rely on the question
probabilities to be informative about whether the structure
itself is well-formed.
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1. California legislators…
2. The talk of a sales tax…
3. The state had sought…
4. That leaves the state…

Anchor	selec+on

Ques+on	genera+on

current	sentence	i	=	3
[CLS] The state… [SEP] [sos] 1 California legislators… [sos] 2 The talk…

document	with	anchor	marked

document

LONGFORMER

Pstart(a1)
<latexit sha1_base64="VHQnIODtUzsWdLETf7VFtzP32VY=">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</latexit>

Pend(a1)
<latexit sha1_base64="n5QKWICxBipEHmh7rmHEBji0Eg0=">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</latexit>

Pstart(a2)
<latexit sha1_base64="R8eaQ43NzB5gBAihCd4bMgG5rq0=">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</latexit>

Pend(a2)
<latexit sha1_base64="OFvw/tVwfIYMUH8RUZyMxG5oLo4=">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</latexit>

BERT	
Reranker

GPT-2

ques+on	candidate	1

ques+on	candidate	2
…

[anc] California legislators… [/anc] The talk… [SEP] California… [SEP] The state …

sentence	1	
chosen	as	anchor

What	type	of	relief	is	
being	considered?

Input	document

anchor answer	sent.

q3
<latexit sha1_base64="NMon+frj0pi5A5E5LYOtWSHRTfo=">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</latexit>

a3
<latexit sha1_base64="Et4CE8mnpWjenWo5+qgH9wHzl3E=">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</latexit>

answer	sententence

Figure 2: Breakdown of the two modules used in the
parser: anchor selection using a Longformer QA model
to select an anchor index and question generation condi-
tioned on the selected anchor and the answer, including
a BERT reranking phase.

for Pq and Pa that constitute the parser.

4.1 Anchor prediction

The anchor prediction model Pa considers the
given sentence si and reasons through prior ar-
ticle context to find the most likely sentence
where a QUD can be generated, such that si is
the answer. Since this task involves long doc-
ument contexts, we use the Longformer model
(longformer-base-4096) (Beltagy et al., 2020),
shown to improve both time efficiency and perfor-
mance on a range of tasks with long contexts.

We adopt the standard setup of BERT for ques-
tion answering (Devlin et al., 2019) and model
P (ai) as a product of start and end distributions.
For the input, we concatenate the answer sentence
and the article as a single long sequence, separated
by delimiters: [CLS] [answer sentence] [SEP]
[document]. Following Ko et al. (2022), we add
two tokens: the start of sentence token [sos] and
the sentence ID, before every sentence in the article.
We train the model to predict the span of the two
added tokens in front of the anchor sentence.

We modify the HuggingFace (Wolf et al., 2020)
codebase for our experiments. We use the Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2015) optimizer with (β1, β2) =
(0.9, 0.999) and learning rate 5e-5. The model is
trained for 25000 steps using batch size 4. We use
the same article split for training, validation and
testing as in DCQA, and the parameters are tuned
on the validation set.

4.2 Question generation

Our question generator Pq(qi | D, i, ai) takes in
the answer sentence si indexed by i, the anchor
sentence at ai, and the article D, and aims to gen-
erate an appropriate QUD. We fine-tune GPT-2
(Radford et al., 2019) for this purpose; Ko et al.

(2020) showed that GPT-2 generates open-ended,
high-level questions with good quality. To fine-
tune this model, each input instance is a concate-
nation of four parts, separated by delimiters: (1)
s0, s1, ..., si−1, with the start and end of the anchor
sentence marked by special tokens; (2) the anchor
sentence; (3) si; (4) the question.

Inference During inference, we feed in (1)—(3)
and sample from the model to generate the ques-
tion. By default, we use nucleus sampling (Holtz-
man et al., 2020) with p = 0.9. To improve the
consistency of questions with the anchor or answer
sentences, we use an additional reranking step.

Our reranker is a BERT binary classification
model formatted as [CLS] [question] [SEP]
[anchor sentence] [answer sentence]. Pos-
itive examples consist of annotated questions, an-
chor, and answer sentences in the DCQA training
set; we synthetically generate negative examples
by replacing the anchor or answer sentences with
others in the same article. Training is detailed in
Appendix B. To rerank, we sample 10 questions
from the generation model, and choose the question
with the highest posterior from the reranker.

Reducing question specificity We found that
questions generated by the above model often copy
parts of the answer sentence, including informa-
tion that is introduced for the first time in the an-
swer sentence. For example, in Figure 1, Hurricane
Hugo is first mentioned in sentence 3. The model
might ask “What type of relief is going to Califor-
nia and regions affected by Hurricane Hugo?” This
makes the question prone to “foresee” details that
are unlikely to be inferred from previous context,
violating QUD principles. We observe that these
unwanted details often pertain to specific entities.
To this end, in the answer sentence, we replace
each token that belongs to a named entity with its
entity type before feeding into the GPT-2 model.3

5 Evaluation and analysis

Since QUD parsing features an open-ended genera-
tion component, we need new evaluation method-
ology compared to standard discourse parsing. We
focus on two main factors: (1) whether the gener-
ated question is plausible at the predicted anchor
point; (2) whether the question is actually answered
by the answer sentence.

3We use the bert-base-NER model trained on the CoNLL-
2003 NER dataset (Sang et al., 2003)
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Question 1: Assuming you are reading through the article and ask 
a question based on the article up to that point, is this a reasonable 
question?

Yes

Sort of

No

[Hallu.(m)] Hallucinates minor details not mentioned 
in the source sentence or context. 
[Answered(m)] Already answered in the source 
sentence but could be asked again

Minor error

[Nonsense] incomprehensible or doesn’t make sense 
[Irre.(a)] Irrelevant to the article 
[Irre.(s)] Does not arise from that sentence or is 
irrelevant to the sentence 
[Hallu.(M)] Hallucinates key parts of the question 
[Answered(M)] Already answered in the source 
sentence and doesn’t make sense to ask again at all

Question 2: Does the answer sentence answer the question?

Yes Yes but not the main point of the sentence

Sort of No

Question 1: Assuming you are reading through the article 
and ask a question based on the article up to that point, is 
this a reasonable question?

Yes Minor error

Yes but not the main point of the sentence

Sort of [Hallu.(m)] Hallucinates minor details not 
mentioned in the source sentence or context. 
[Answered(m)] Already answered in the 
source sentence but could be asked again

Yes

Question 2: Does the answer sentence answer the question?

Sort of

No [Nonsense] Doesn’t make sense or 
incomprehensible 
[Irre.(a)] Irrelevant to the article 
[Irre.(s)] Does not arise from that sentence 
or is irrelevant to the sentence 
[Hallu.(M)] Hallucinates key parts of the 
question 
[Answered(M)] Already answered in the 
source sentence and doesn’t make sense to 
ask again at all

No

Figure 3: Evaluation schema.

In QUD annotation and DCQA itself (Westera
et al., 2020; Ko et al., 2020, 2022), it is often the
case that multiple questions can be asked even
given the same anchor and/or answer sentences.
The evaluation of QUD validity thus involves com-
plex reasoning performed jointly among (long) con-
text, the anchor, the answer sentence, and the gen-
erated question itself. For these reasons, we rely
on human evaluation, and leave the development
of automatic evaluation metrics for future work.4

5.1 Human Evaluation Setup

Our evaluation task shows human judges the full
article, the anchor and answer sentences, and the
generated question. We then ask them to judge the
quality of the generated QUD using a hierarchical
schema shown in Figure 3. The criteria in our evalu-
ation overlap with De Kuthy et al. (2018)’s human
annotation guidelines, while specifically accom-
modating typical errors observed from machine-
generated outputs.

Question 1 (Q1) assesses how reasonable the
question is given context prior to and including
the anchor sentence. The judges have four graded
options: (1) yes for perfectly fine questions; (2)
minor error for questions that contain minor typos

4Existing automatic measures for open-ended tasks are
known to correlate poorly with human judgments (Howcroft
et al., 2020; Celikyilmaz et al., 2020); additionally, whether
the answer sentence actually answers the question is a key
aspect to validate QUD. But as shown in Ko et al. (2022), poor
performance bars existing QA models from being used to eval-
uate QUD parsing. Appendix C discusses anchor prediction
“accuracies” against human-annotated anchors in DCQA.

or grammatical errors that do not impact its overall
good quality; (3) sort of for questions with non-
negligible though not catastrophic errors; and (4)
no for questions that are not acceptable. (3) and
(4) both contain subcategories representative for a
sample of questions we closely inspected a priori.

Question 2 (Q2) assesses whether the question
is answered by the targeted answer sentence, also
with four graded options: (1) yes where the tar-
geted answer sentence is clearly an answer to the
generated question; (2) yes but not the main point
where the answer is not the at-issue content of the
answer sentence. Such cases violate Grice’s princi-
ple of quantity (Grice, 1975) and QUD’s principle
that answers should be the at-issue content of the
sentence (Simons et al., 2010). (3) sort of where
the answer sentence is relevant to the question but
it is questionable whether it actually addresses it;
and (4) no where the generated question is clearly
not addressed by the answer sentence. Annotators
are allowed to skip Q2 if the generated question
from Q1 is of lower quality.

5.2 Results
We recruited 3 workers from Mechanical Turk as
judges who have an established relationship with
our lab, and are experienced with tasks involving
long documents. They are compensated above $10
per hour. We annotate 380 questions from 20 arti-
cles from the DCQA test set. Inter-annotator agree-
ment is reported in Appendix A.

Q1 results As seen in Table 1, for our full model,
71.5% of responses are “yes”es, showing that most
of the generated questions are of good quality.
Without reranking, there are 4.8% fewer “yes” re-
sponses; there are more questions that do not rise
from the anchor sentence, showing the effective-
ness of our reranker. Further removing NER mask-
ing results in a substantial drop of 11.9% of good
questions. There are also more questions hallucinat-
ing details and/or irrelevant to the anchor sentence.

Q2 results Since Question 2 may not make sense
when the generated question is of low quality, we
show the results of Q2 on a subset of questions
where all three workers answered “yes” or “minor
error” for Q1 (see Table 2). Of those questions,
annotators chose “yes” 78.8% of the time, show-
ing that a majority of good-quality questions are
actually answered in the answer sentence and rep-
resents anchor-answer sentence relationships. Our
full model has better performance than the two
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System Yes Minor error Sort of No
Hallu.(m) Ans.(m) Nonsense Irre.(a) Irre.(s) Hallu.(M) Ans.(M)

Full 71.5 4.2 7.1 4.0 6.4 0.2 3.0 2.4 1.2
-Reranking 66.7 3.4 8.4 4.5 6.3 0.2 7.8 1.7 1.0

-NER 54.8 2.8 10.7 4.2 6.2 0.6 16.9 2.9 1.0

Table 1: Human evaluation results for Question 1.

System Yes Not main point Sort of No

Full 78.8 3.1 10.5 7.6
-Reranking 71.8 1.8 14.1 12.3

-NER 76.7 2.8 11.0 9.4

Table 2: Human evaluation results for Question 2.

[1] The agony of unrequited love. It may be what 
keeps us devoted to the felines in our lives. [2] A 
recent study confirms what cat owners have long 
known. [3] Our cats understand us when we talk to 
them, they just don't give a fig about what we have to 
say. [4] A study by two University of Tokyo 
researchers ... determined cats recognize their owners' 
voices from those of strangers. [5] Conducted by …, 
the test included 20 domesticated cats from 14 homes 
that were tested in their own familiar places…

1 2 3 4 5

1-2 What do studies find 
about the agony of 
unrequited love?

2-3 Why do owners often 
find it difficult to 
communicate with their cats?

3-4 How do the cats 
respond to human 
speech?

2-5 How was the study 
designed?

Figure 4: Example of model-generated QUD structure.

ablations, showing the effectivenes of reranking.
Further, since masking NER removes some of the
information from the answer sentence, the percent-
age of “yes”es is slightly lower after masking.

These results show that most of the time, our
full system is able to generate questions that are
good in terms of linguistic form and are also rea-
sonable QUD questions given prior context. Most
of these good questions are clearly answered in the
answer sentence, i.e., they legit questions under the
reactive model of mental processing. These results
indicate a strong QUD parser with a large portion
of valid QUD links. In Figure 4 and Appendix D,
we visualize output examples.

5.3 Characterizing tree structures

We further characterize annotated and parsed QUD
trees; we also contrast QUD trees with RST, using
the intersection of DCQA and RST-DT (Carlson
et al., 2001). We follow Hirao et al. (2013) to

convert RST constituency trees to dependency trees
using nuclearity information. Since the leaves of
QUD trees are sentences, we also treat sentences
as the smallest discourse units for RST.

We report the six metrics following (Ferracane
et al., 2019): 1) tree height; 2) normalized arc
length: the average number of sentences between
edges, divided by the number of sentence n in the
article; 3) proportion of leaf nodes: the number
of leaf nodes divided by n; 4) average depth of
every node in the tree; 5) right branch: the number
of nodes whose parent is the immediate preceding
sentence in the article, divided by n; 6) attachment
score: count of sentences whose parent node is
the same sentence among the two types of trees,
divided by n, the total number of sentences. This
captures the similarity of the two types of trees.

Compared with annotated QUD trees, machine
generated ones are slightly deeper and more right-
branching (Table 3). The normalized arc lengths
indicate that our model is not merely finding the
immediately preceding sentence as the anchor, al-
though human annotated trees tend to have slightly
longer arc lengths. Machine-derived trees have a
lower gap degree (Yadav et al., 2019) (13.2 on av-
erage on the validation set), compared to annotated
ones (15.1 on average).

5.4 QUD vs. RST

Compared with RST (Table 3), QUD trees have
longer arc lengths, showing that they more fre-
quently represent relations between more distant
sentence pairs. The tree height and average node
depth of DCQA trees are larger than those of RST.

While nuclearity in RST is able to provide a hier-
archical view of the text that has been used in NLP
tasks, it comes with a highly contested (Wolf and
Gibson, 2005; Taboada and Mann, 2006) strong
compositionality assumption that “whenever two
large text spans are connected through a rhetori-
cal relation, that rhetorical relation holds also be-
tween the most important parts of the constituent
spans” (Marcu, 1996). Marcu (1998) showed that
this assumption renders the derived structure alone
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data tree type height norm. arc len. prop. of leaf avg. depth right branch att. score

RST ∩ DCQA RST-dep 5.86 0.12 0.53 3.49 0.40 0.30RST ∩ DCQA DCQA-human 6.72 0.21 0.48 3.88 0.45

DCQA (val) DCQA-human 6.04 0.29 0.50 3.57 0.39 0.47DCQA (val) DCQA-model 6.76 0.22 0.43 3.85 0.52

Table 3: Statistics of discourse dependency trees, on the intersecting documents of RST-DT and DCQA (upper
portion) and the DCQA validation set (lower portion).

insufficient in text summarization. In contrast, the
QUD framework does not make such an assump-
tion since it does not have the RST notion of nucle-
arity. During left-to-right reading, QUD describes
how each sentence resolves an implicit question
posed in prior context, so QUD dependencies de-
rived in this work are always rooted in the first
sentence and “parentage” does not necessarily en-
tail salience. Combined with observations from
Section 3, we conclude that RST and QUD are com-
plementary frameworks capturing different types
of structure.

6 Case study: document simplification

We demonstrate the analytical value of QUD anal-
ysis in the context of document simplification. We
use the Newsela dataset (Xu et al., 2015), where
news articles are professionally simplified across
several grade levels; a subset of Newsela (of the
highest reading level) is present in DCQA. Note
that most research in text simplification focus on
the sentence level (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020);
we hope to inform document-level approaches.

We sample 6 articles from the DCQA Newsela
subset. For each of these, 3 linguistics undergrad-
uates (not authors of this paper) doubly annotated
their corresponding middle and elementary school
levels with QUD structures for the first 20 sen-
tences following DCQA’s paradigm. This amounts
to ∼720 questions in total. Figure 5 shows a snip-
pet of our analysis from two reading levels of the
same article.

We run and evaluate our parser on the articles of
the second reading level. Using the schema in Fig-
ure 3, Question 1 is yes for 60.2% of the time, and
Question 2 is yes 75.2% of the time. This shows
that while the parser is still capable of generating
reasonable questions, the performance degrades
compared to testing on the highest level. This is
likely due to clear stylistic, organizational, and vo-
cabulary difference for simplified texts; for this
reason, we resort to using annotated QUDs to illus-
trate idealized results for this analysis.

Analysis The simplified articles, which mostly
align with the original versions at the beginning,
tend to contain significant reorganization of con-
tent especially later in the text. Nonetheless, we
found that 62.2% of the questions had a similar
question on another reading level, reflecting that
QUDs frequently stay invariant despite these dif-
ferences. For example, in Figure 5, the content of
sentence 8 (level 2) is covered in sentence 2 (level
1), yet in both cases the question “Why is the case
important” is used to link these sentences. Simi-
larly, questions q2-6 (level 2) and q2-8 (level 1),
as well as questions q6-7 (level 2) and q8-10 (level
1) reflect the same QUD.

Often, articles from higher reading levels presup-
poses certain knowledge that gets elaborated or
explained during simplification (Srikanth and Li,
2021). QUD analysis informs how content should
be elaborated: in Figure 5(a), the level 1 article
defined the concept of amendment (question q8-9),
absent in level 2.

Sentence splitting as a frequent operation (Pe-
tersen and Ostendorf, 2007; Zhu et al., 2010; Alva-
Manchego et al., 2020) could also be explained by
questions, as in the case of q8-11 in level 1, which
provides a rationale as to why sentence 8 in level
2 is split (into sentences 2 and 11 in level 1). Note
that this explanation is rooted outside of content
conveyed by the sentence that was split.

Finally, editors also omit difficult content (Pe-
tersen and Ostendorf, 2007; Zhong et al., 2020), as
in Figure 5(b): sentence 1 in level 2 is not present
in the level 1 simplification (due to less salience
and the reference to the “selfie generation” which
goes beyond the targeted reading level). Level 2
thus contains the extra QUD: q1-2.

In sum, QUD analysis reveals how elaborated or
omitted content fit into the larger context during
simplification, potentially aiding future document-
level simplification systems by providing interme-
diate rationales.
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Level 1 [1] On Tuesday, the Supreme Court will consider the case of a 
California man whose smartphone got him in serious trouble. [2] What 
they decide will affect everyone with a cellphone. … [8] The Supreme 
Court must decide if smartphones are covered by the Fourth Amendment. 
[9] Amendments are changes to the U.S. Constitution. [10] The Fourth 
Amendment provides protection against unreasonable searches. [11] 
Those rules were written years before smartphones existed. …

Level 2 [1] WASHINGTON - Next week, the Founding Fathers will meet the 
selfie generation. [2] On Tuesday, the Supreme Court will consider the case 
of a California man whose smartphone got him in serious trouble. … [6] 
Justices must decide if smartphones are covered by the Fourth Amendment 
to the U.S. Constitution. [7] That amendment guarantees protection against 
unreasonable searches and seizures. [8] The eventual outcome will clarify 
rules that were written long before smartphones existed. …

1 2 8 9 10 11

1-2 Why is this case important?

2-8 What kind of decision 
does the Supreme Court 
have to make?

8-9 What is an amendment?

8-11 Why wouldn't smartphones be 
covered in the 4th amendment?

8-10 What is the significance of the 
Fourth Amendment?

… 1 2 6 7 8…

1-2 How will the 
Founding Fathers meet 
the selfie generation?

2-6 What is the Supreme Court trying to decide on this case?

6-7 How is the Fourth 
Amendment related to the case?

2-8 Why is the case important?

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Snippet of a Newsela article set with two reading levels.

7 Conclusion

This work presents the first QUD (Questions Under
Discussion) parser for discourse analysis. We de-
rive dependency structures of QUD, viewing each
sentence as an answer to a QUD triggered in an
anchor sentence in prior context. This paradigm
avoids costly annotation of coherence structures;
rather, our parser can be trained on the crowd-
sourced dataset DCQA. We show strong parser
performance with comprehensive human evalua-
tion. We further demonstrate the richness of QUD
analysis in document simplification.

8 Limitations

While our work is consistent with the key aspects
of Questions Under Discussion, we do not attempt
to take into account all aspects of this broad frame-
work. Most notably, we do not model relationship
between questions (or question stacks), as men-
tioned in Section 2. While such relationships are
potentially useful, with question stacks, the annota-
tion task becomes much more expensive; currently,
no existing dataset is available to train parsers in
this fashion. We applaud the development of tools
such as TreeAnno (De Kuthy et al., 2018) to aid
annotation. Additionally, because questions are
open-ended, they are inherently subjective, which
adds substantial challenge to modeling and evaluat-
ing stacks. Constrained by DCQA’s setup, we also
do not explicitly model QUD with multi-sentence
answers, and leave this for future work.

The subjectivity of QUD analysis also means
that there is no single “right” structure. This is
in contrast to coherence structures that more rig-
orously define their structures and relation tax-
onomies (multiple analyses still exist in those struc-
tures, but to a lesser degree). Nonetheless, we

showed in Section 6 that consistency is still present
despite documents being reworded and restructured
during simplification.

To evaluate our parser, we developed a human
evaluation scheme. As mentioned in Section 5,
automatic evaluation of QUD structure contains
both a generation and a question-answering compo-
nent. However, human evaluation is costly; future
work looking into the development of automatic
evaluation measures can be extremely valuable.
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A Inter-annotator agreement for human
judgments

For Question 1, the three annotators all agree on
54% of the fine grain labels, and there is a ma-
jority on 93% of questions on fine grained labels.
Krippendorff’s alpha is 0.366 for “yes” vs. others,
0.319 for the 4 coarse categories, and 0.317 for all
labels at the most fine-grained label. For Question
2, the three annotators all agree on 60% of the fine
grain labels, and there is a majority on 93% of ques-
tions on fine grained labels. Krippendorff’s alpha
is 0.376 for “yes” vs. others, and 0.297 for the 4
categories.

All the alpha values above indicate “fair” agree-
ment (Artstein and Poesio, 2008). One reason for
this is a clear majority of “yes” labels for both ques-
tions; nonetheless these values indicate a certain
degree of subjectivity in the tasks.

B Reranker details

To train the reranker, we use questions in the DCQA
training set as positive examples, and swap the
answer or the anchor sentence with every other
sentence from the same article to create negative
examples. This resulted in a training set of 709,532
instances. We fine-tune the BERT model on this
data for 3 epochs using learning rate 2e-5 and batch
size 32, trained using binary cross entropy loss.

On the DCQA validation set, among about 37 op-
tions generated from the same question, the ranks
of the correct response predicted by the model is
on the 14% percentile in average.
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C Anchor prediction

We also report the accuracy of the predicted anchor
sentences for the first part of our pipeline model
(i.e., before the questions get generated). Note that
this is a partial notion of accuracy for analysis pur-
poses, since it is natural for different questions to
be triggered form different sentences (and some-
times perfectly fine for the same question to come
from different sentences) (Ko et al., 2022). On the
validation and test set of the DCQA dataset, and
the agreement between the model and human on
46.8% of the instances (the annotations of differ-
ent annotators are treated as separate instances).
This is the same as DCQA’s statistics between two
human annotators.

D Example model outputs

We show an additional snippet of example model
output:

Context: [9] In 1971, Sierra Nevada bighorns were one
of the first animals listed as threatened under the Califor-
nia Endangered Species Act. [10] In 2000, the federal
government added the bighorns to its endangered lists.
[11] ‘There was a lot of concern about extinction,’ says
state biologist Tom Stephenson, the recovery project
leader. [12] ‘But with some good fortune and the com-
bination of the right recovery efforts, it’s gone as well
as anybody could’ve imagined’. [13] Teams of biolo-
gists and volunteers in 2000 began their research, and
in 2007 started reintroducing the Sierra Nevada bighorn
by dispersing them into herds along the Sierra’s crest.
[14] The agencies designated 16 areas for the bighorns
with the initial goal of repopulating 12 of them.

9-10: What happened after that?

10-11: What was the opinion of those involved in the
recovery project?

9-12: What happened to the bighorns?

12-13: How did recovery efforts eventually go?

13-14: How many areas were to be re-population based
on the initial work?

E Compute

For all models in this work, we used 2 compute
nodes each consisting of 3x NVIDIA A100 GPUs.
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